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“Forklift truck attachment” (FTA) is an intermediary device, which is 
assembled to the forklift before using, with the purpose of expanding its function. 
Therefore, FTA companies do not sell their products to the end user directly, but 
supply forklift truck manufacturers. However, with the increasing intensity of 
market competition, this single marketing model would weaken the position of FTA 
companies when negotiating with their customers. In order to overcome this 
weakness, FTA companies need to find a new marketing model adaptable to the 
current environment. This study not only has pragmatic significance, but can also be 
a reference for manufacturers in other industries. This research has employed several 
methodologies including literature review, comparative analysis, and in-depth 
interview to combine theory with practice. Firstly, the difference between industrial 
product marketing and consumer goods marketing are explained. In addition, the 
theories of industrial product marketing model together with other related marketing 
theories are reviewed. Secondly, based on the analysis of forklift truck industry and 
FTA industry, the current marketing model of FTA companies is presented. Thirdly, 
the marketing model of FTA companies at home and abroad, as well as selected 
successful cases, are presented. Lastly, the in-depth interview of FTA end users 
discovers which factors are affecting customers’ purchasing decisions. The 
conclusion of this study is that brand-moulding, building customer relationship 
based on trust, and improving the current sales channel are the most important 
factors in the marketing of FTA. Finally, the "BTC" marketing model of FTA is 
proposed: Brand based, set brand value during customer communication; Trust 
oriented, cultivate strong customer relationship; Channel as means, establish 
multi-channel marketing system. 
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